Kinase drug discovery by affinity selection/mass spectrometry (ASMS): application to DNA damage checkpoint kinase Chk1.
Kinase enzymes are involved in a vast array of biological processes associated with human disease; therefore, selective kinase inhibition by small molecules and therapeutic antibodies is an area of intense study. The authors show that drug candidates with immediate value for biological preclinical evaluation can be identified directly through ultra-efficient affinity screening of kinase enzymes and random compound mixtures. The screening process comprises sampling and trapping equilibrium binding between candidate ligands and protein in solution, followed by removal of unbound ligands via 3 rounds of ultrafiltration and direct identification of bound ligands by mass spectrometry. Evaluation of significant peaks is facilitated by automated integration and collation of the mass spectral data and import into custom software for analysis. One Chk1-selective ligand found by using this process is presented in detail. The compound is potent in both enzymatic and Chk1-dependent cellular assays, and specific contacts in the Chk1 active site are shown by X-ray crystallography.